**Mount-n-Lock™ SafetyStruts™ Selection Guide**

Match Frame to Correct SafetyStruts™ Type Below*

- **Tube Frame, Welded, 4-inch or taller**
  - Use Type SSN-HD
    - (Can substitute Type SNU-HD)

- **I-Beam Frame, Welded, 6-inch or taller**
  - Use Type SSN-HD
    - (Can substitute Type SNU-HD)

- **I-Beam Frame, Welded, shorter than 6-inch**
  - Use Type SNU-HD
    - (No substitutions)

- **Single Channel Frame, Welded, any-size**
  - Use Type SSN-HD
    - (Can substitute Type SNU-HD)

- **Double Channel Frame, Welded, any-size**
  - Use Type SNU-HD
    - (No substitutions)

- **Tube Frame, Corner Braces, 4-inch or taller**
  - Use Type SSN-HD
    - (Can substitute Type SNU-HD)

- **S-Beam or I-Beam Frame, Bolted, 6-inch or taller**
  - Use Type SSN-HD
    - (Can substitute Type SNU-HD)

**SNU-HD SafetyStruts™ mount to flat side of Channel frame rails.**

**Still unsure? SNU-HD fits 99% of frame types, making it a safe choice.**

* Assumes that 4-inch square bumper is mounted flush with top of frame.